Raḥmānān's connection to Arab Paganism
Some authors argue that the epithet Raḥmān ("the Merciful") has any connection to Arab Paganism -especially any connection to a lunar deity. They stress that Raḥmān is only Jewish-Christian origins and usage. 1 It is the standard Muslim explanation, does not seem to be relevant for explanation of Raḥmānān's historical connections with all Semitic world. 2 The first know example Raḥmān' form (rḥmn) is bilingual inscription written in Akkadian and Aramaic which was found in the Tell Fekherye in northeast Syria. This inscription was dedicated to the Aramean god Hadad contenting following sentence: 'lh. rḥmn zy. tṣlwth. ṭbh "merciful god to whom prayer is sweet." In the Akkadian version Adad is called by the form rēmēnȗ. It is worth to add that rēmēnȗ was used as the epithet for god Marduk. Raḥmān in the written version rḥmn has the Pagan origins and was used as a title for both a King and for the god Marduk. 3 Explaining the genesis of al-Raḥmān in Qur'an we should carefully examine the use of the related title rḥmnn in epigraphic South Arabic inscriptions. As is was mentionned, a highly developed polytheistic religion prevailed in South Arabia. The various kingdoms that succeeded each other and the tribal groups had different gods and goddesses. 4 According to Jacques Ryckmans, during the second half of the 4 th century the pagan formulas disappear from the South Arabic texts (only one single pagan text is later). Taking their place had monotheistic formulas invocations with the term: "Lord of Heaven" or "Lord of Heaven and Earth" and the "Merciful" (Raḥmānān). In this way Christianity and Judaism, using the same terminology, had supplanted paganism. 5 This process of the monotheizing cult of the "Merciful One" (rḥmnn) became an important aspect of the latest phase of Prei-Islamic religion. There is no doubt that Judaism and Christianity had both become important in Late Sabaean Period in Yemen. The South Arabian epithet Raḥmān arising from traditional pagan usage, since the worship of the Merciful One (rḥmnn) was widespread in Syria in the first centuries A.D. in a non-Christian and non-Jewish context under Mesopotamian cultural influence. 21 Marib, 120 km from Sana'a in the Wadī Aḏana region, was the most important centre of the Sabaean empire and culture. So called the Great Dam of Ma'arib ‫سﺩ(‬ ‫)مﺄرﺏ‬ was built around 750 BC (the first construction 1750-1700 BC) found as the one of the engineering wonders of the ancient world. 22 Abraha's inscription on the Ma'arib dam relates the quelling of an rebellion inspired by a son of the dethroned ruler Sumuyafa Ašwa (Esimiphaios 23 ) in the year 542/543 (that is 657 of the Sabaean era 24 ). This text, also know as Marib's inscription, give us information about the dam's repairs; the meeting of embassies from Abyssinia, Byzantium, Persia, Hira and Harith bin Jabalat, the phylarch of Arabia in the following year. 25 Marib's Inscription begins also with interesting us sentence: "By the power and favour of the Merciful and His Messiah and the Holy Spirit." 
